
SlashNext Complete: 

 

SlashNext Complete delivers next-generation, multi-channel phishing protection through patented AI-

powered detection for 99.9% accuracy and 48-hour time-to-detection advantage to offer patient-zero 

protection in real-time. 

SlashNext’s cloud and on-device AI-powered detection stops spear phishing, social engineering, 

and other targeted human threats across popular communication channels and collaboration 

apps, including LinkedIn, SMS, Slack, Zoom, and others. Only SlashNext protects organizations 

from these malicious threats launched from legitimate, trusted sites that easily evade current 

SEG, proxy, SASE, and endpoint security tools. 

Download the data sheet here. 

  

SlashNext Email Observability: 

It’s hard to tell what threats may be bypassing your current email security.  But with SlashNext’s 

newest offer of 30 days in Observability Mode, you can do exactly that: see what threats are 

evading your current email security and get personalized insights into how we do it. 

SlashNext’s Integrated Cloud Email with patented HumanAITM, a powerful combination of 

computer vision, natural language processing and behavioral contextualization, detects 

malicious URLs, BEC, malware and exploits in real-time. By detecting threats in real-time with 

99.9% accuracy, we help organizations like yours detect and prevent threats before they 

become a breach. 

SlashNext’s goal is to stop zero-hour threats that compromise users in email, mobile, and web 

messaging apps like WhatsApp. 

Get started now.  Learn more here.  

  

SlashNext Mobile Security: 

Today mobile phishing attacks are on the rise.  83% of organizations report mobile device 

threats are growing more quickly than other device threats.  That's why we're excited to launch 

our new solution, SlashNext Mobile Security for Home! 

This mobile app stops phishing attacks in SMS text messages, email, ads, social media, chat, and 

other messaging apps on Android and Apple devices. You'll be able to cover five devices with 

just one download.  



Read all the details here in the press release. 

  

SlashNext Email Protection for Microsoft 365: 

SlashNext, the leader in SaaS-based multi-channel phishing protection across email, web, and 

mobile for the modern workforce, launches SlashNext Email Protection for Microsoft 365. The 

new integrated cloud email service stops 65% more spear-phishing, BEC, malware, and 

ransomware link threats than all other cloud-native email security services. SlashNext Email 

Protection for Microsoft 365 offers organizations a powerful layer of real-time scanning, 

detection, and removal of zero-hour threats before they reach users with 99.9 % accuracy.  

SlashNext integrates with Microsoft 365 Security and delivers simple, secure, comprehensive, 

accurate, and powerful cloud email protection:   

• Simple - Five minutes from integration to protection using the Microsoft Graph API  

• Secure – Authenticate with OAuth, securely manage tenant, and data is never stored on 

disk to ensure zero loss of PII. 

• Comprehensive – Industry-leading zero-hour threat coverage for targeted human 

compromise attacks - credential stealing, BEC, spear-phishing, legitimate service 

compromise, social engineering scams, ransomware, and malware links. 

• Accurate – Real-time scanning, detection, and removal of zero-hour threats before they 

reach users. 99.9% accuracy, 1 in 1 million false-positive rates, and 48-hour time to 

detection advantage. 

• Powerful – Advanced search and unified security analytics enable security professionals 

to pinpoint threats by user and type across email, web, and mobile channels—

extensible REST API integrations for leading SIEMs and SOARs, including abuse inbox 

management playbook. 

For more details, read the full press release here. 

 


